Tuition, Dorm Rates
Raised by Ag Board

88 Tuition
Boost Starts
Fall Term

Labor Costs Hike
Dorm Prices $10

A $5 increase in tuition, the second in as many years, was approved by the State Board of Agriculture in their monthly meeting last Tuesday. The increase, effective September 1, will bring the tuition rate to $80 per quarter. Tuition at Michigan State for the current year was $75. The提高 in dormitory rates, effective the same date, will bring the price to $90. Currently, the dorm rate is $85 per quarter.

In closing the budget of $88,041,256 for the 1955-56 fiscal year, the Board of Agriculture established the following dormitory rates for the various colleges of the University:

- College of Agriculture: $90 per quarter
- College of Arts and Letters: $90 per quarter
- College of Education: $90 per quarter
- College of Science and Arts: $90 per quarter
- College of Veterinary Medicine: $90 per quarter

The raising of the dorm rates is due to an increase in the cost of building operations. The Board of Agriculture has stated that these increases are necessary in order to maintain the level of service provided to the students.
Youths Set Example

A recent series of articles in a national magazine would offer evidence to the contrary, if already not an immoral, corrupt and insidious influence. The amount of time spent on juvenile delinquency is a matter of concern.

Every condition of existence was summarized, resulting from various causes, by giving the meeting an atmosphere of restriction. The atmosphere produced an effect that was noticed by all the students present.

**RABBITS EAT CAUSE GRIEF: MUST LEAVE**

From starting with rabbits to cases of the campus, it is interesting to see how the students are responding to the situation.

**Jettison Summer School Film Series**

Michigan State College

**Summer School Film Series**

Fairchild Theatre - 8:00 p.m.

Friday, Saturday - June 21, 23

Follow the crowd where you'll find bestest ACHE MONTIGE SARRS SEARLE'S RECORDS LUCY BLOCK

**Michigan State College School of Architecture Number Monday, June 27 - 9:00 p.m.**

Jefferson Fieldhouse Famous Rooster Indian Dancers

La Plata, Colorado

World's Famous Preparatory Indians

Over 4,000 performances including Madison Square Garden, Red Bank Theatre, Boston, Chicago and throughout the United States.

Admission: Adults, 50¢; Bar and Girl Scouts, 25¢

Tickets on sale now at Union Building Ticket Office

**Campus Classifieds**

ED 2-1511 - Ext. 268

DEADLINE SOON TUESDAYS

**Summer School's Relaxing**

A Michigan State student using the facilities of the university for the purpose of relaxation and learning, is finding it extremely helpful. It enabled the fine work carried on by such groups as Michigan State's Preparatory School.

While our national legislators are condemning the present generation and at the same time overlooking its good points, the LBS Boys' State from communities all over Michigan are proving by use of an intensive week of living democracy to step into their shoes and receive the benefit of experience.

Every condition of existence was summarized, resulting from various causes, by giving the meeting an atmosphere of restriction. The atmosphere produced an effect that was noticed by all the students present.

**MEDICAL CENTER**

A Michigan State student has been seen walking about the campus with a nurse in attendance. After being an eyewitness to one of these situations, the student decided to write down her observations on the incident.

The demonstration student returned to the campus, after the medical staff had arrived, and it was announced that she was able to see the students' reactions to the situation.

**MIchigan State College**

Summer School Film Series

Fairchild Theatre - 8:00 p.m.

Friday, Saturday - June 21, 23

Follow the crowd where you'll find bestest ACHE MONTIGE SARRS SEARLE'S RECORDS LUCY BLOCK

**Michigan State College School of Architecture Number Monday, June 27 - 9:00 p.m.**

Jefferson Fieldhouse Famous Rooster Indian Dancers

La Plata, Colorado

World's Famous Preparatory Indians

Over 4,000 performances including Madison Square Garden, Red Bank Theatre, Boston, Chicago and throughout the United States.

Admission: Adults, 50¢; Bar and Girl Scouts, 25¢

Tickets on sale now at Union Building Ticket Office

**Campus Classifieds**

ED 2-1511 - Ext. 268

DEADLINE SOON TUESDAYS
Soboldeyman Receives Honors

Michigan's track coach, Earl Soboldeyman, received honors recently when he was elected to the Detroit Track and Field Hall of Fame. During 1945, Soboldeyman moved to Michigan State as head coach. He has applied for service in the armed forces. Soboldeyman has been coach at the University of Montana and four national college titles.

WAYS AND MEANS

Travel In Luxury?

Travel In Economy?

Travel For Business?

Travel For Pleasure?

Travel To Far Places?

Travel To Detroit?

Your Professional Assistant Without Added Cost

COLLEGE TRAVEL OFFICE

130 W. Grand River

FARMERS AND MERCHANTS BANK

__

Travel In Style?

Travel In Comfort?

Travel In Fun?

Travel In Economy?

Travel In Pleasure?

Travel To Detroit?
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**-breaking news**

**Michigan State Takes Fourth in NCAA Track Meet**

**Michigan State Takes Fourth in NCAA Track Meet**

**Zaggers Traded**

**Dort Buckets Sign Pro Football Contract**

**Newcombe Wins 12th**

**Williams' Homer in 8th Gives Bosox 5-4 Victory**

**Idzikowski Signs Pact With Chisos**

**Welcome to M.S.U.**

**There's ONE shaver we guarantee he'll use**

**SUMMER SPECIALS**

**UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE**

**GIBSON'S UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE**

**JOURNALISM VISITORS WELCOME TO EAST LANSING**

**MAKE THE CAMPUS BOOK STORE ON GRAND RIVER — ACROSS FROM UNION BLDG.**

**Your Headquarters for:**

- Greeting Cards, M.S.U.
- Souvenirs, Paper-bound Books, M.S.U. Texts, Writing Papers
Where is This Light?

Harley Hubert, Grand Rapids round, points to a lamp that is somewhere on campus. Have you seen it?

Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner...

You will be welcome at the Pagoda Restaurant.

one of Michigan’s outstanding eating places

Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., daily except Monday

THE OLD SWIMMING HOLE!
Private Lake
Swimming Beach
Free Picnic Area
Near East Lansing
1/2 miles and 1/2 mile beyond Hotel to Warner Road, turn left one block and follow signs.

SUMMER SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS

SPECIALS!!

Good for one week!!
Pencils— 10 for 21¢
25¢ Typing Pads— 4 for 79¢

Paper Back Headquarters
Thousands of Paper Back Books

25¢ to $1.25

Ask for Used Textbooks at the CAMPUS BOOK STORE

On Grand River Avenue — Across from the Union Building

— A 2 “FRONT DOOR” STORE!! —

Use either front door — Parking Lot or Grand River